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Chapter 1751 

“Innocent? Ziyao, do you really think…they are innocent?” Mo Lingtian directly 
clicked on the second recording, and all the explicit words of the Guan family 
poured directly into the closed box. 

After the recording ended, there was a dead silence in the box. 

“Ling Tian…” 

Before Guan Ziyao could defend himself, Mo Lingtian continued, “At my 
father’s birthday banquet, the time when Selena was pushed into the water 
and nearly drowned, was it all arranged by you? Oh, I still believe it. You, that 
was just an accident…” 

Guan Ziyao stared at the man in front of her with a broken heart, “No matter 
what they did, they are my father and my brother! What do you want me to 
do? Am I just going to watch everything in the Guan family be destroyed and 
ignore it?” 

Mo Lingtian’s back was stiff, his eyes were scarlet, and there was 
disappointment and coldness in his eyes that she had never seen before, “Zi 
Yao, you know everything about your family, don’t you? But you never 
stopped! “ 

“Heh…” Facing Mo Lingtian’s questioning, Guan Ziyao suddenly sneered, 
raised his eyes and stared at his words, “Why should I stop? That woman is 
not worthy of Ting at all.” Xiao! If Daniel hadn’t been deceived and bewitched 
by that woman, our two families would have already married. With the 
strength of our Guan family, our two families would join forces. That 
illegitimate child wouldn’t be anything to fear. None of this would have 



happened, Rick He won’t be kidnapped either! But now Daniel wants to bring 
down the Guan family at the expense of both of them! It’s all because of that 
woman!” 

Looking at the woman in front of him, Mo Lingtian suddenly felt a deep sense 
of powerlessness. 

He hated Guan Ziyao’s paranoia to the extreme, but he couldn’t say a word 
about her, because… why didn’t he treat her like this? 

Knowing that it is absolutely impossible, knowing that she has someone she 
likes, she still can’t let go… 

In the past, no matter what happened or what he faced, as long as he could 
look at her and hear her speak, he would be extremely satisfied and willing to 
do everything for her. 

Especially after she returned to China, he felt that his whole person had 
gained a new life. No matter what he did, he was full of motivation, and tried 
every means to please her, even if he didn’t get a response, he was still 
happy. 

But now, every time we meet, there is only the depression that makes him 
breathless… 

The girl in his memory that made his heart flutter was getting farther and 
farther away from him, and became more and more blurred. He almost 
couldn’t remember what the girl he liked was like. Is it really the same person 
as the one in front of him? 

Mo Lingtian’s heart ached uncontrollably. 

At this time, the phone vibrated slightly, and a foreign phone number sent him 
a photo. 

On a secluded path, a girl was wearing a light green floral dress, squatting on 
the side of the road, teasing a round orange kitten, with a gentle expression 
on her face, as if it could dispel all the haze in the world, lingering on the 
entanglement at this moment. His sense of suffocation also suddenly 
dissipated… 

Tianxin… 



Tianxin… 

Realizing that the name suddenly appeared repeatedly in his mind, Mo 
Lingtian suddenly changed his face, and hastily retracted the phone. 

What he likes is Ziyao, what he loves is Ziyao, he swore that he will only like 
this woman in his life, but what is he doing now! 

This feeling of betraying himself made him even more painful… 

“Ling Tian, we did make a mistake this time. My brother shouldn’t touch Rick 
no matter what, but fortunately, he didn’t think of hurting Rick. Rick was fine at 
the time, and that woman has always had trouble with Daniel. Be careful, we 
didn’t cause any harm to her, did we? She is injured now, and it has nothing to 
do with our Guan family! Daniel has gone too far by venting his anger like this! 
Ling Tian…” 

Mo Lingtian took a deep breath and interrupted her, “Ziyao, with your father, I 
can help you find someone to reduce the sentence as much as possible, but 
the company’s affairs… sorry, I can’t intervene.” 
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Hearing Mo Lingtian said that he could not intervene, Guan Ziyao had an 
expression of disbelief on his face. 

This man used to be willing to do anything for her, not to mention that now is 
the time when she needs help the most. 

“Ling Tian, Daniel said that. The only person I can ask for now is you, and the 
only one who can speak to Daniel is you. If I hadn’t been desperate, I would 
never have troubled you…” 



Mo Lingtian’s expression became numb, “Ziyao, the three of us grew up 
together, you are my friend, and Daniel is also my brother, this matter was 
originally at fault with your Guan family, this is already something I can do.” 
The ultimate for you is also… the last thing I can do for you.” 

What’s more, Selena is not only Daniel’s sweetheart, but also… Tianxin’s 
cousin… 

Guan Ziyao immediately clenched her fingers, “What do you mean?” 

Mo Lingtian closed his eyes, and then said, “Ziyao, I understand your 
attachment to Daniel, because I am also the same to you.” 

“Ling Tian, I knew you would understand me…” 

Before Guan Ziyao could continue talking, Mo Lingtian had already interrupted 
her, “But, Ziyao, I like you, I like you and pursue you openly, and I have never 
done anything to hurt you or the people around you in private. I never forced 
you to do anything. And you don’t like Daniel anymore, to really like someone, 
you don’t have to get him, or even use any means! Do you understand?” 

Mo Lingtian didn’t know whether to say these words to Guan Ziyao or to 
himself. 

It’s just that after saying this, it seems that the whole person has been 
relieved. 

He remembered what Saul said to him, some people are not what he 
seems… 

He has always thought that the person he likes is the most special, she is 
different from all girls, so maverick and dazzling, he believes that she is really 
cool and let go… 

He believes that she is what he thinks and constructs in his heart, he has 
been living in memory, immersed in fantasy… 

In fact, he should have noticed it a long time ago. She kept saying let go, but 
she kept looking for opportunities to get close to Daniel through him. From the 
beginning to the end, her value to her was probably only Daniel’s brother, and 
even her friend. It doesn’t even count… 



It’s just that he doesn’t want to speculate on the girl he likes with the greatest 
malice, and he doesn’t want to believe that the person he has liked for so long 
is the kind of person he hates the most… 

After Mo Lingtian finished speaking, he stood up, opened the door and left. 

Guan Ziyao sat there blankly, looking at the direction the man left, as if she 
knew what she had lost at this moment… 

In the next second, she quickly stood up, chased after Mo Lingtian, grabbed 
his arm, and said in a trembling voice, “Lingtian… I’m sorry… I know I let you 
down… I know I cheated For you…I never gave up on him…but I…really can’t 
help myself…I can’t help myself…I love him… 

I really can’t watch the Guan family be destroyed in my hands, please, just 
this once… okay? This time I really gave up, I won’t bother him again…” 

Mo Lingtian looked at the girl’s hand, but did not speak. 

After a while, he slowly tore off the girl’s fingers from his arm, and said, “Zi 
Yao, I’ve given up too.” 

Guan Ziyao immediately turned pale. 

“For you, I have done too many wrong things and hurt too many people. So, 
sorry.” 
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a week later. 



Saul’s mouth was full of blisters, it was all caused by his persuasion to his 
brother these days, his mouth was so frightened that he wouldn’t listen to 
anything. 

I really miss the time when Selena was there, as long as she said a word, she 
could do whatever she wanted, not to mention how good she was… 

Thinking of this made him want to cry again. 

Saul was moaning and feeling sad when his phone rang. He glanced casually 
and found that it was from the Mo family. 

“Hello, Aunt Mo?” 

As soon as the phone was picked up, Kang Shuhui’s anxious voice came from 
the other end, “Jing Li, have you seen Ling Tian in the past few days?” 

“Brother Tian? No! What’s the matter?” 

“Ling Tian hasn’t seen anyone for a whole week! The cell phone is connected, 
but no one answers it. I asked everywhere, but no one knows where he went! 
I’m almost dying of anxiety!” 

“What? Missing?” Saul’s expression changed slightly. 

a week ago… 

Isn’t that when he told Brother Tian the truth? 

“Could it be that I can’t figure out what happened…” Saul muttered 
subconsciously. 

Kang Shuhui almost went crazy when she heard that, “Saul! What are you 
talking about? What happened? Do you know something? You must tell 
Auntie! During this time… since what happened to Tianxin last time… he I 
have always been very quiet… I go home on time every day… I don’t know 
why it disappeared for so long…” 

Saul was also worried about what might happen, so he could only tell the 
truth, “A week ago, Brother Tian came to ask me what happened to my 
brother and the Guan family…” 



“Then what? I knew it must have something to do with that woman again! He 
would do this only when it was related to her! Before, the Guan family asked 
Ling Tian and his father, but we didn’t know the inside story, so we didn’t 
Intervene!” 

“Then I’ll tell you the truth, basically the Guan family has been using tricks 
behind their backs to harm my brother’s girlfriend several times, and even 
almost harmed Rick… I don’t think Brother Tian has much meddling in this 
matter this time. , I should have figured it out, but I might not be able to accept 
it for a while…” 

As Saul said, he hurriedly comforted him, “But don’t worry, Auntie, it’s so easy 
for an old man to get into trouble. He probably just felt bad and went to find a 
place to be alone. When I’m not happy, I’ll Often like this!” 

“real?” 

“Really, don’t worry, I will help you find it together!” 

“Okay…ok…thank you Saul…” 

… 

After Kang Shuhui made the call, she immediately told Mo Jianzhang about 
the situation. 

Mo Jianzhang pondered, “Then let him calm down for a few days, what are 
you in a hurry for?” 

“Can I not be in a hurry! It’s not that you don’t know how desperate our son is 
for that woman! What if he suffers too much this time? It’s been seven days! 
My grandson is gone, don’t you Do you have to be happy without your son?” 

Mo Jianzhang saw that his wife was getting more and more outrageous, so he 
could only quickly say, “Isn’t this already sent to look for it! Can you wait 
patiently first? That brat doesn’t know where he went! Even I can’t find him!” 

At this time, Kang Shuhui didn’t know what to think of, and suddenly said, 
“You said… Could it be that Ling Tian is looking for Tianxin?” 

“Tianxin?” Mo Jianzhang’s face was slightly condensed, “Didn’t Tianxin go 
abroad?” 
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However, the more Kang Shuhui thought about it, the more she felt it was 
possible, “Actually, I was watching from the sidelines during this time, our 
Lingtian and Tianxin are definitely not as boring as he thinks, it’s just that the 
brat didn’t realize it himself. You didn’t realize Ever since Tianxin left, has he 
been out of his mind? Coupled with the stimulation of the Guan family incident 
this time, maybe he really went to find Tianxin?” 

Mo Jianzhang was also shaken by what she said, “What if it’s not true? It’s too 
inappropriate for you to rush to find other girls!” 

Kang Shuhui hesitated for a long time, “Of course I don’t want to disturb 
Tianxin, and I don’t have the face to go to her… Forget it… Let’s wait for 
tomorrow to see if there is any news…” 

… 

Overnight. 

Mo Lingtian still couldn’t find anyone. 

Kang Shuhui’s spirit finally broke down, she couldn’t care about anything else, 
she dialed Ning Tianxin’s overseas number that her husband had found out 
with her fingers shaking. 

“Hey?” 

Hearing the clear and gentle voice on the phone, Kang Shuhui couldn’t bear it 
anymore, and burst into tears, “Tianxin…I…I’m Ling Tian’s mother…” 

“Madam Mo?” The voice on the other end of the phone sounded a little 
surprised. 



“Did I disturb your rest?” Kang Shuhui apologized. 

“No, it’s afternoon here, but you… so early… what’s the matter?” 

Listening to the gentle and polite attitude of the girl on the other end of the 
phone, Kang Shuhui felt even more guilty, and her face was burning hot. Even 
if Tianxin hung up her phone directly at this moment, she could understand it 
completely, but this girl’s kindness and recuperation are completely different. 
Infiltrated to the bone, even after going through so much, it is still the same. 

“Tianxin, I’m sorry to disturb you. I just ask a question and hang up 
immediately. I don’t know if Ling Tian has been looking for you these days?” 
Kang Shuhui asked nervously. 

Probably because of hearing Mo Lingtian’s name, the other end of the phone 
was silent for a second, and then said, “No.” 

“No?” The last glimmer of hope was gone, Kang Shuhui’s face froze suddenly, 
her heart felt as if it had fallen into an ice cellar. 

Listening to the faint sobbing, the girl asked, “Mrs. Mo, are you okay?” 

“I’m fine…it’s Ling Tian…Ling Tian suddenly disappeared…I’m worried that 
something happened to him…His cell phone is connected, but no one 
answers…If possible, can I trouble you and give him You can make a phone 
call or send a message… Ask him where he is…Maybe if you call…he will 
respond…” Kang Shuhui cried and begged. 

“this…” 

“I know this is a bit difficult, and I also know that I may be in a hurry to go to 
the doctor. If it’s inconvenient, it’s okay, it’s okay…” 

“I, try it, but I guess…it won’t be of much help…” 

“Really? That’s great! Thank you! Thank you Tianxin! Thank you no matter 
what!” 

… 

Country, Los Angeles. 



Ning Tianxin hung up the phone, then sat quietly on the bench on campus, 
staring blankly. 

Just now because she couldn’t stand Kang Shuhui’s begging, she agreed. 

After calming down, I felt that it was absurd for her to intervene in this 
matter… 

After thinking for a while, she dialed Selena’s number. 

“Hey, Selena…” 

“Hi, hello, I’m Selena’s manager Lin Zhizhi, are you Selena’s cousin?” The 
voice on the phone was not Selena. 

“yes.” 

“Sorry, she is working, it may not be convenient to answer the phone now, can 
I ask her to text you back later?” 
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“Ah…no need, there’s nothing urgent, don’t bother her.” 

Seeing that Selena was busy, Ning Tianxin hung up the phone. 

After a moment of silence, the girl suddenly shook her head slightly, feeling a 
little funny. 

Anyway, it doesn’t matter anymore, why should I care what he thinks, why 
should I care whether it’s absurd or not? 

Do as you please, with a clear conscience. 



Ning Tian felt relieved, opened WeChat, and quickly sent a message, then 
picked up the book beside him, and continued walking towards the classroom. 

… 

City s, an island. 

The island is lonely in the middle of the sea, and there is a villa with a unique 
shape on the island, which is isolated from the world and has beautiful 
scenery. 

However, at this moment, the wine cellar is in a mess. 

The heavy curtains completely blocked the light, and the wine in the entire 
wine cellar was almost emptied. There were empty wine bottles all over the 
floor, filled with the pungent smell of wine. 

The man was lying among a pile of wine bottles and fragments. His whole 
body was thinner, his cheeks full of stubble were sunken, and there was no 
light in his ashen eyes. He looked like a dying beast… 

The cell phone next to her was on silent, only turning on occasionally, 
illuminating the dark space. 

After an unknown amount of time, the man stood up mechanically, and 
casually picked up a bottle of wine from the half-empty wine rack. 

I didn’t know what tripped the soles of my feet, and I fell to the ground all at 
once. 

The man didn’t care, and just lay there. 

At this time, the phone next to him turned on again. 

The man’s eyes seemed to be unable to see anything, not even a glance, but 
he seemed to dislike that the light was right next to his eyes, which was really 
an eyesore, so he finally freed up some energy… 

The moment his finger pressed the off button, the man’s gray and numb eyes 
suddenly exploded like flames, and his whole body sat up suddenly, looking at 
the name on the screen in disbelief. 

Tianxin…? 



Because only the sender could be seen on the main screen, but not the 
content, Mo Lingtian shook his fingers to unlock the phone almost 
immediately. 

However, at this moment, the phone turned off automatically because it was 
out of battery. 

“fcuk!!!” 

For seven days and seven nights, in the wine cellar, where there was no 
sound of human beings, there came a man’s furious low curse. 

I searched the entire villa, but couldn’t find a charger. 

The man rushed out the door immediately, and drove the yacht away from the 
island. 

The shore closest to the island is a fishing village, and he quickly ran towards 
a small grocery store not far away. 

“Boss… Is there a charger…?” 

The boss suddenly saw the man in ragged clothes and disheveled, and was 
taken aback, “You…” 

Before the boss could speak, Mo Lingtian took a hundred yuan and put it on 
the desk. 

“Yes! Yes! You can have whatever you want!” 

“Can you charge this?” 

“Yes, look at your feet, yes, there is a socket!” 

Mo Lingtian took the charger, sat down on the ground, and plugged the 
charger into the socket. 

One second… five seconds… ten seconds… 

“Why so slow?” 

“Hey, I’m from a copycat, how can I be so fast, just wait a little longer!” The 
little old man at the stall kept looking at him curiously, “Young man, have you 



been tricked into it by a pyramid scheme? Do you want me to help you?” Did 
you call the police?” 

“No need.” Mo Lingtian stared at the red progress bar on the phone without 
blinking. 

After waiting for three full minutes, the phone finally turned on. 

Mo Lingtian was about to click into WeChat, but suddenly stopped, he 
clenched and loosened his fingers, repeated several times, and finally clicked 
on WeChat, and saw the message… 
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Tian Xin: Where are you? Your mother is worried about you, if you see it, 
please call her back. 

Looking at the message, Mo Lingtian’s blood flowing backwards and his 
uncontrollable emotions all calmed down in an instant. 

not a hallucination… 

It was not an illusion… 

The little old man at the stall was humming a song while tallying the goods. 
Out of the corner of his eye, he saw the young man who was squatting in front 
of his door charging. He didn’t know what happened. Finally, a drop of water 
fell on the screen of his mobile phone… 

“Hey! Young man, what’s the matter with you? Do you really need help?” The 
little old man ran over worriedly and asked. 

The man didn’t look up: “Give me a pack of cigarettes.” 



“What kind do you want? I don’t have any good cigarettes here, and I’m 
worried that you won’t be used to it…” 

“Whatever, it’s okay.” 

While looking at him, the little old man hesitated to take a pack of cigarettes 
from the shelf and gave him a lighter. 

Mo Lingtian lit a cigarette, took a puff, and immediately coughed repeatedly 
due to the choking smell. 

The little old man laughed when he saw it, “Come on! Our smoke is just like 
this, it’s strong enough!” 

The folk customs here are simple and simple. The little old man was probably 
worried about what happened to him, so he kept talking to him. Those words 
rang in his ears. The salty breath hits the face… 

Mo Lingtian quietly looked at the message on the phone, over and over again. 

There seemed to be something in the body, which was suddenly filled with a 
huge force, and broke out from the dark soil… 

Time flows quietly… 

The man stared at the message motionlessly, his finger fell on the reply box, 
after all, he still did nothing. 

When the battery of the mobile phone was a little bit higher, Mo Lingtian 
opened the address book and called home. 

“Hey, mom…” 

“Ling Tian… Ling Tian! It’s really you! You brat! Where did you go? Do you 
know that you almost scared my mother to death! What’s the matter with your 
voice? Are you sick? Are you sick? Where are you feeling? Where are you 
now? Where have you been these past few days?” Kang Shuhui immediately 
asked a series of questions. 

“Mom, I’m sorry, I’ll go back right away, and I won’t worry you in the future.” 

“You child…” Hearing the hoarse and haggard voice of the son on the other 
end, Kang Shuhui felt very distressed. 



“Mom, please, call Tianxin back and tell me I’m fine.” The man said. 

When Kang Shuhui on the other end of the phone heard this, she was 
stunned for a moment, “Has Tianxin contacted you? Why don’t you tell her 
yourself? Ling Tian, tell me honestly, do you have feelings for Tianxin…” 

“Mom, no.” The man said without any hesitation in his tone, and then he said, 
“Please call back for me, my phone is almost out of battery.” 

Kang Shuhui didn’t doubt that he was there, and she wanted to see her son 
as soon as possible, so she hurriedly said, “Oh oh good…then you come back 
quickly!” 

“Ok.” 

… 

After smoking a cigarette, the man stood up slowly, “Thanks, the cigarette is 
good.” 

The little old man looked at him with a smile, “Really! Anyone who has 
smoked here agrees! Young man, did you… have something happened to 
you?” 

The man quietly glanced at the sea not far away, “I just suddenly figured out 
something.” 

He finally understands and is willing to admit that in the long years and 
company, he fell in love with another girl. 

But, when he found out, they were no longer possible. 

The only thing I can do for you is only one. 

do not bother… 

… 
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Ning family. 

“Ma’am, the eldest lady is back!” 

Hearing the maid’s announcement, Zhuang Lingyu on the sofa immediately 
got up to greet her with a face full of joy. 

Susie handed over the big and small bags in her hand to the servant beside 
her, and called out sweetly, “Mom!” 

“Hey, come in quickly! Look at you, you are sweating profusely. You have to 
go to your family’s company all day long, and your own company is also 
preparing to go public. You are so busy, why are you running to me!” 

“Mom, I miss you! I specially entrusted someone to get these donkey-hide 
gelatin and bird’s nest. The quality is very good. You can take some 
supplements when you are free!” 

“You keep these for your mother-in-law!” 

“I also sent it to my mother-in-law.” 

Zhuang Lingyu took her hand with concern, “How is it? How are you at Su’s 
house recently? What’s Zheng Minjun’s attitude towards you?” 

Susie forced a smile, “Although it’s not comparable to before…but it’s already 
much better…” 

Looking at her daughter’s expression, she knew that she must have been 
wronged a lot in the Su family, and Zhuang Lingyu’s face was inevitably a little 
ugly. 

Susie hurriedly said, “Mom, don’t worry about me, I will definitely work hard to 
give you credit and let everyone know that you have raised a good daughter!” 



Susie’s words really hit her heart, and Zhuang Lingyu couldn’t stop ironing, 
“Hey, Susie, you’re already doing well, it’s those snobbish eyes who don’t 
know people!” 

Susie was about to speak when she saw Ning Zhiyuan coming back from the 
outside leaning on a cane, she hurriedly got up and said hello, “Grandpa!” 

“Yeah.” Ning Zhiyuan nodded slightly, didn’t say much, and was about to go 
back to the house, he didn’t know what he thought of, he stopped and said, 
“Wenbo will return to China tomorrow night, let’s have a family reunion, you 
can call Xiaoxi together superior.” 

Zhuang Lingyu’s face suddenly darkened, “Dad, it’s not that you don’t know 
that girl’s temperament, have you forgotten what she said before? She doesn’t 
even bother to have anything to do with our Ning family! My a55 is cold!” 

At this time, Ning Yaohua, who was behind him, walked over, coughed lightly 
and said, “Lingyu, the child is also angry, and we have done something wrong 
in some places, and she feels a little bit wronged in her heart. The family is 
kind and friendly.” It’s the best, why bother to meet a child! I think we should 
call Selena together tomorrow night!” 

Only then did Ning Zhiyuan nodded in satisfaction, then he stood there as if 
he didn’t believe him and said, “Then you call now.” 

Ning Yaohua shook his head helplessly, “Dad, you still don’t believe me? I’ll 
do it now!” 

Zhuang Lingyu became anxious when she saw it, and kept winking at Ning 
Yaohua. 

Ning Yaohua lowered his voice and said, “Dad is not in good health, don’t get 
mad at him because of this, it’s just a meal together, besides, even if we don’t 
invite, Qiu Tong will definitely invite Selena to join us Yes, why always let her 
be such a good person and drive us apart!” 

Susie who was at the side heard the word “family” in Ning Yaohua’s mouth, a 
glint of scorn flashed in her eyes. 

In front of the old man, Zhuang Lingyu couldn’t say much, and Ning Yaohua 
was determined, so he could only let him make a call. 



“Hey, Selena… you tomorrow night…” 

After Ning Yaohua dialed Selena’s cell phone, he was about to play the role of 
a loving father, but was interrupted by that mechanical voice. 

“Hi, hello, who is it? I’m Selena’s manager. She’s working and it’s not 
convenient to answer the phone right now.” 

Ning Yaohua was stunned for a moment, and then said proudly, “I am her 
father, you tell her, she will take it.” 
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“You are his adoptive father, Mr. Tang Shan?” 

“What adoptive father, I am her biological father!” 

“Sir, as far as I know, Selena has already cut off contact with her biological 
parents.” 

Ning Yaohua walked a little further away, and then lowered his voice, “You’re 
still Selena’s manager, where did you hear the gossip, you should ask Selena 
to answer the phone immediately!” 

“Sorry, sir, everyone who knows Selena well knows that she doesn’t answer 
personal calls when she’s working.” 

… 

Hearing the sound of being hung up on the other end of the phone, Ning 
Yaohua was so angry that his entire face turned black. 



Seeing Ning Yaohua’s ugly face, Susie’s eyes flashed a light, “Dad, what’s 
wrong?” 

“It’s okay…” Ning Yaohua certainly wouldn’t say that he was embarrassed on 
the phone and was put down by a small manager. He coughed lightly and 
said, “Selena is busy, so it’s not convenient to answer the phone.” 

Susie had an understanding expression, “My sister is so hot right now, she is 
really busy, I’m afraid it won’t be easy to ask her out…” 

Zhuang Lingyu suddenly sneered, “It’s just a few movies, so I don’t know how 
high the sky is, and when Susie became popular with you, she didn’t know 
where she was! Now she is doing everything possible to count you out of the 
entertainment industry and rob you With all the resources, where did she get 
the face to still put on a show in front of us?” 

Ning Zhiyuan glanced at them displeasedly, “Okay, if Selena is busy, forget it, 
what’s the fuss about?” 

If you had disclosed Susie’s affairs from the very beginning, instead of lying to 
the present, Susie would not have been like this. If you could handle the 
relationship with the Tang family properly, the matter would not have 
developed to such an extent that the entire Ning Everyone was ashamed. 

All these consequences are caused by yourselves, don’t push everything on 
Selena! “ 

Ning Yaohua on the side hurriedly said, “Dad, calm down and don’t mention 
the past. As for the family reunion tomorrow night… Xiaoxi has some 
misunderstandings and prejudices towards us. I guess she won’t come if I 
invite her Yes, but she should give Qiutong and Wenbo the face.” 

Originally, the old man had always stood by Selena’s side, so Zhuang Lingyu 
felt very uncomfortable. Seeing that Ning Yaohua had been helping Selena to 
speak today, she was even more angry. 

She knew very well in her heart that Ning Yaohua was not worried about the 
old man’s poor health and being stimulated, he clearly just saw the girl 
climbing up the high branch of the dealer, and his mind was moved. 



The dealer is the most selfish. For the sake of his family’s reputation, even his 
own flesh and blood can be ignored. How could he really do anything to that 
girl? 

If the dealer really recognized that girl, that girl would spread the word all over 
the world a long time ago, and she would stop like this. 

… 

the second night. 

At the banquet in the box, Ning Yaohua, Ning Yaobang, and Ning Qiutong 
were all there. Next to Ning Qiutong was Guo Wenbo, who had just returned 
from abroad, and Susie and Roman were also there. 

When the banquet was about to start, Susie asked with a concerned look, 
seemingly unintentionally, “Aren’t you waiting for Selena?” 

Hearing Susie’s words, Roman on the side was stunned, and subconsciously 
glanced in the direction of the door. Since the last Palme d’Or, except on 
screen, TV and various reports, he has never Have not seen her. 

Ning Qiutong raised her eyes and said, “Selena doesn’t have time, so I won’t 
come today.” 
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Chapter 1759 

“Ah…” Susie showed a look of surprise, “Father also called, and my sister was 
picked up by a manager who said he was busy. I thought that if my aunt 
called… my sister would definitely come… “ 

Zhuang Lingyu smiled, “That girl is busy climbing high branches now, how can 
she remember our Ning family!” 



Ning Qiutong was not at all alienated, and glanced at her coldly, “If girl Xi is 
doing well, I, as an aunt, will naturally be happy for her. Wherever I go now, 
who won’t praise my niece for being beautiful and capable? All day long, I 
don’t know how many famous ladies and young ladies from aristocratic 
families come to my place, asking me to sign with Xi girl, and want to visit her 
there!” 

Hearing this, Susie’s expression almost tensed, her nails dug into her palms 
fiercely, and Zhuang Lingyu was so angry that her veins were about to 
explode. This Ning Qiutong was against her everywhere, but he always Every 
time he pokes at her dead point. 

She knew that Susie had withdrawn from the entertainment circle, but she 
deliberately said these words to stab her! 

“Okay, let’s all eat!” It wasn’t until the old man coughed lightly that the smoke 
barely cleared away. 

“Wenbo, how long are you planning to stay this time when you return to 
China?” During the dinner, the old man greeted him. 

Guo Wenbo put down his chopsticks, and said in a gentle tone, “I won’t stay 
for long, the main reason is to come here to meet a client, and help Qiutong 
with some things by the way.” 

take care of things? 

Hearing this, Ning Yaohua narrowed his eyes sharply. 

Sure enough, Ning Qiutong then heard Ning Qiutong say, “Isn’t Lao Chen 
from the finance department going to retire? This vacant CFO must be 
replaced by someone. I asked Wenbo to help me hire a senior financial 
manager with a high salary from abroad!” “ 

Before Ning Yaohua could speak, Zhuang Lingyu couldn’t bear it any longer, 
“What kind of high-paying hire? I think it’s yours at all! Yaohua has already 
reserved the position of chief financial officer for Susie. You can take office in 
time, you have to worry too much!” 

Ning Qiutong said slowly, “Too much to worry about? Sister-in-law, don’t 
forget that although I don’t hold a position in the company now, I am the 
largest shareholder of Ning’s Group.” 



Susie didn’t get a share, even if Ning Yaohua transferred all the shares in his 
hands to her, she only had 15% of the shares. 

And Ning Qiutong owns 10% of the shares, together with the 10% transferred 
to her by Selena, a total of 20% of the shares, is indeed the company’s largest 
shareholder at present. 

Zhuang Lingyu’s face was full of anger, “Then you have no right to make such 
a decision without authorization! Putting your own people in such an important 
position openly!” 

Ning Qiutong raised her eyebrows, “Oh? So, do you have it?” 

Zhuang Lingyu snorted coldly, “Susie is no outsider!” 

The implication is that she, Ning Qiutong, is just an outsider. 

Hearing this, Ning Qiutong immediately laughed out loud, “Heh…sister-in-law, 
are you joking? She is not an outsider, so who else is an outsider?” 

“Ning Qiutong! Don’t go too far!!!” 

Ning Yaohua sullenly said, “Qiu Tong, you are indeed too much, you have the 
most shares, but now I am the chairman, and it is not your turn to intervene in 
the company’s personnel transfer!” 

Ning Qiutong’s complexion suddenly became fierce, “Oh, chairman, you are 
so handsome. A chairman who doesn’t have a share in his hand? Let me tell 
you, if it wasn’t for Selena’s disdain to join the company, I would just let her 
airborne In this position, I also have the right! If you don’t believe me, you can 
try it!” 

There is still code, everyone, don’t stay up late and wait, wake up in the 
morning and watch it, the exam is coming soon… 
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Chapter 1760 

Since Selena handed over the shares to her, she naturally has to be worthy of 
her entrustment and trust, how could it be possible for these monsters to 
mess around in the company so easily. 

“You…” Ning Yaohua was so angry that he almost vomited blood. 

Ning Yaobang, on the other hand, was drinking and watching the theater 
quietly, enjoying himself. 

Roman couldn’t get in the conversation, and his face was a little embarrassed, 
but he himself would come here today, and he had other plans, so he was 
naturally absent-minded at the moment. 

In the past, Roman would definitely come out to support her at times like this, 
but at this moment the man beside him didn’t say anything. Susie bit her lip 
with a look of grievance, but the other party didn’t even see her grievance. 

I don’t know since when, his attention has gradually shifted away from her. 

She can naturally guess Roman’s thoughts, he was seduced by that b!tch… 

“Dong dong dong” the sound of the crutches hitting the ground hard, Ning 
Zhiyuan’s face was full of anger, “Okay, shut up! I’m not dead yet, you are 
going to toss this family apart, right?” 

There was a moment of silence in the box. 

Ning Zhiyuan panted, and after a while, he took a deep breath and said with a 
sullen face, “Susie is inexperienced, it’s really inappropriate to go to that 
position in a short period of time, and it’s hard to convince the public. What’s 
the use of knowing our Ning family’s situation?” 

“So, Dad, what exactly do you mean?” Ning Yaobang asked from the side, 
fearing that the world would not be chaotic. 

The old man glared at Ning Yaobang, and then continued, “Qiu Tong, you can 
invite someone to join the company, but like Susie, start from the bottom and 
get familiar with the company’s situation. I will discuss it with Lao Chen. Let 



him delay his retirement. Who will occupy this position at that time, you will 
compete fairly among yourself during this period, and everyone will naturally 
see how you perform, and the shareholders’ meeting will vote to decide.” 

When the old man said these words, although both sides were not convinced, 
they also knew that no one could do anything to the other at the moment. 
Neither Ning Yaohua nor Ning Qiutong said a word, which was acquiescence 
to the old man’s method. 

The meal is finally over. 

On the way back, Zhuang Lingyu was still angry, “What is fair competition? 
Dad is clearly favoring Ning Qiutong. Ning Qiutong not only holds so many 
shares in his hand, but also has Guo Wenbo backing him! What about our 
Susie? Can you beat her? It’s all because of that dead girl, who was going 
against us at the beginning and gave all the shares in her hand to Ning 
Qiutong! Otherwise, how could we be in such a passive position?” 

Susie hurriedly comforted her, “Mom, don’t be angry, Roman will help me too, 
Roman, don’t you think so?” 

Until now, Roman, who had been silent tonight and said nothing, nodded and 
said, “That’s natural.” 

Zhuang Lingyu’s complexion got better now, and she held the hands of the 
two of them together, “You two are doing well, the most important thing is to 
have a baby quickly, so that the old man’s thoughts will naturally turn to your 
side Already!” 

“Mom, what are you talking about!” Susie shyly revealed. 

Zhuang Lingyu said angrily, “What I’m talking about is very important, both of 
you listen carefully to me, Roman, don’t tell me your mother won’t urge you?” 

Roman coughed lightly, “My mother is actually fine, she respects our 
opinions.” 

In fact, before he married Susie, his mother had already started urging him to 
have a grandson, but after he married Susie, his mother seemed… Instead, 
she suddenly faded away… She didn’t urge them much… 

 


